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Abstract: In this paper we present a software tool for searching word images

in scanned text documents. We consider that the document pages are

represented as �les in tif, jpg, gif, png, bmp and other graphic �le formats.

Our experiments prove the e�ciency of the proposed approach and show

that such type of search could be successful. Examples of using various

languages are presented. The software is user oriented and can be applied

to any collection of scanned documents.
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Introduction

Optical character recognition (OCR) is the usual way of conducting text

retrieval from scanned document images.

It converts text images into a text �le, recognizing every symbol and mapping

it to a number, which is called code.

The most often used codes are ASCII (one byte code) or UTF-8 (two bytes

code).

This technique is well developed and has high accuracy.

Searching words in a text �le is relatively easy task.
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But sometimes OCR is a very di�cult process requiring dictionaries in the

corresponding languages. Often human e�orts are needed to correct OCR

errors which is quite tedious work. There are some obstacles to successful

OCR:

• The quality of page images.

• Language dependency (alphabet and coding, unknown language):

� dictionaries;

� old grammar, obsolete words and phrases and idioms;

� old letters, outside of the coding tables;

� multi-lingual documents;

• Errors in automatic OCR, human intervention needed.
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Nicolas de Bonnefons, Ch. de Sergy, (1692), University of Gent, Digitized

by Google (2007)
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We suggest a di�erent approach: instead of applying two steps � OCR and

searching in text documents, we will directly search words in scanned text

documents.

We can organize retrieval of words, similar to a given pattern word, searching

in the binary text images.

The document pages can be represented as binary images in any graphic �le

format.

Input data of the software are collection of �les representing text document.
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The software

The software system supports three user windows:

• Main

• Parameters

• Found.
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Main window displays one page of the document � the current page. The

current directory containing document image �les and the current �le name

are given on the top of Main window. It is possible to go forward and backward

through the document pages.
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Segmentation

We use horizontal projection for line extraction. If the lines are horizontal

straight lines or have small slopes, the histogram has near zero values

between lines.

To segment the words in a line, we use vertical projection � a histogram

obtained by counting the number of black pixels in each vertical scan at

a given horizontal position. If the words are well separated, the histogram

should have areas of zero values between words.

As a result of the segmentation, every word is associated with a word

image � minimal rectangular frame that contains the corresponding word.

So we consider any word image as a rectangle, which consists of white and

black pixels. The black pixels form a set, which is used in calculating word

similarities.
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For segmentation step we use a number of parameters, which are important

for successful word separation:

• Minimal row height: This paramter helps us to avoid creating (due to

noise) rows with small height;

• Margin: This paramter allows us to process only a part of the page.

• Row white: When the value at a point in row histogram is less than the

value of this parameter, we suppose that this point belongs to the white

space between the words.

• Row space: Minimum value of the white space between words.

• Minimum word length: The system does not segment words with length

less than the value of this parameter. Shrink white: This parameter

concerns additional step conducted when we have already separated

words, and words are framed. At this step we try to shrink the height

of rectangles if the points of histograms have values less than this

parameter.
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Searching

After segmentation of a page, we must choose a pattern word image � this

is a word, which we want to �nd in the document pages.

This step starts when the user push the button Find in Main window. It

activates the process of inspection all pages to measure similarities of segmented

words and the pattern word.

We can see a part of the retrieval data in Find window. Pushing GoTo button,

the page containing the marked word downloads in Main window.

The program code is written in C++ with help of Qt � a cross-platform

application development framework (open soutce from Trolltech).
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Experiments
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Bulgarian typewritten document (about 1940), 335 pages, tif (2400×3200), 1 BPP
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Bulgarian book, Christomatia (1884), 1000 pages, tif (2300×3800), 8 BPP
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Old Greek text (approx. in the third century BC), 50 pages, jpg (1077×1416), 8 BPP
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Armenian book (1858), 178 pages, ti� (2800×5000), 1 BPP
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Text in Spainish (1901), 30 + 57 pages, gif (1400×2500), 4 BPP

Alonso, Rogelio M., Cartilla histórico-descriptiva del término municipal de Macuriges. Habana:

Impr. La Propagandista, 1901, HOLLIS Catalog, Harvard University
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Handwritten document in Russian (1840), 44 pages, jpg (700×900), 24 BPP

Äîì æèâîíà÷àëüíîé Òðîèöû, Ñâÿòî-Òðîèöêàÿ Ñåðãèåâà Ëàâðà, Ñîáðàíèå ñëàâÿíñêèõ

ðóêîïèñåé, 43: Æèòèå ñõèìîíàõà Ôåîäîðà
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Text in French (1692), 388 pages, jpg (2048×3550), 8 BPP

Nicolas de Bonnefons, Ch. de Sergy, (1692), University of Gent, Digitized by Google (2007)
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Slavonic manuscript, (1574), 747 pages, jpg (1249×1890), 24 BPP.

Äèãèòàëíà Íàðîäíà áèáëèîòåêà Ñðáèjå, �èðèëñêè ðóêîïèñè, Çáèðêà ñëîâåíñêèõ ðóêî-

ïèñà Jåðíåjà Êîïèòàðà, Çáîðíèê �Çëàòîóñò�
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Conclusion

We show the possibilities of preliminary version of the program.

Experiments with 7 di�erent languages from various epochs give us the

certainty in practical bene�t of our approach.

It is quite universal and does not required any speci�c features of the concrete

language.

Word searching can be applied to any collection of scanned documents,

immediately after the graphic �les have been created by the scanner device.

In spite of relatively low e�ciency of the Hausdor� type methods (the

searching process takes a lot of time) high level personal computers will

be able to solve the problem in reasonable time.

We think also that the accuracy of retrieval is quite su�cient for practice.
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There are some directions to improve the software.

• Increasing the e�ciency and speeding up the search.

• Searching with a part of word as a pattern.

• Character segmentation of a page (or pages) and composing pattern

word from well separated letters.

• Feedback � making second search for the same word with a di�erent

pattern word.

� The user can choose this word among correct words found in the �rst

search.

� Produce a new pattern as an average of all or part of the correct

words.

• Automatic or semi automatic choice of parameters based on image

information.
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Thank you for the attention.


